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Quantity:
Anything than can be measured, such 

as Length, Mass or Time

Quantities and Units

Unit:
An invariable and accessible standard 

to measure a quantity.



Powers of ten



Scaling universe by measuring the 
Lenght

Human scale
10 m

Size of the universe
10 27 m

Plank length
10 -35 m









Measuring systems, unit conversion

United States customary units
USC

SI units

1 foot (ft) 0.3048 m

1 yard (yd) = 3 ft 0.9144 m

1 mile (mi) = 5280 ft 1.609344 km

1 pound (lb) * 453.59237 g

1 ton = 2000 lb 907.18474 kg

32 Degrees Fahrenheit (°F)

F=9/5 C + 32

0 °C = 273.15 oK

* Be carefull, pound is the unit of weight, while gram is the unit of mass. 



Dimensional analysis

 The dimension of a 
quantity is its 

physical nature and 
can be defined in 

different  units.

quantity dimension unit
length [L] Meter

Foot
Yard
Mile

time [T] Second
Minute
Hour

mass [M] Kilogram



So, 
How does 

it work?

1. We can divide or multiply any two quantities.

 [Velocity]=[L]/[T]
 [Force]=([M].[L])/[T]2 

2. We can NOT add or subscribe two quantities
with different dimensions.

[Velocity]+[Force]
 [Velocity]+[L]/[T]

3. Two sides of an equation should have the same dimension.
you can not have apples in one side and oranges on the
other side.



Ex1. Finding the dimension of a quantity by using its formula.

Work= Force*Displacement [Work]=[M].[L]/[T]2 * [L]

By having the formula you can ALWAYS find the dimension.

[Work]=([M].[L]2)/[T]2



Ex2. Finding a formula for a quantity by using its dimension.

t ~ mα t:  time of drop
m: mass of the ball

. gγ

g: gravitational acceleration of the Earth

. hβ

h:  height of drop

[T]=[M]α. [L]β. [L]γ/[T]2γ
α=0
β+γ=0
1= -2γ

t ~√ (h/g)

T =C√ (h/g)

C is a dimensionless constant 
Which can be found by experiment.



What if you 
had chosen 
another 
group of 
quantities?

t ~ mα. hβ. MEarthγ

[T]=[M]α. [L]β. [M]γ

“t” would not be independent 
from “m” which is wrong.

One can NOT always find the correct formula
by having the dimension.


